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Abstract 
In 1977, Appel and Halcen proved that every planar graph is four vertex colourable which 
finally proved Gutbrie’s conjecture of circa 1852 mat four colours are always sufficient. Their 
proof is very long and the implicit algorithm for four colouring is rather impractical. This paper 
provides a new characterisation of the four-colour problem by showing that it is equivalent (by 
an optimally fast reduction) to a simply stated problem of 3-edge colouring pairs of trees. This 
new problem, in turn, is equivalent o nontrivial subclasses of other problems in mathematics 
and computer science of which we describe three. These are problems of intersection of regular 
languages, of integer linear equations and of algebraic expressions. In the general case, all these 
problems require exponential time to solve. We show that if these problems are defined on pairs 
of trees, then polynomial time is sufficient. In addition, these problems offer enticing opportunities 
in the search for a shorter proof of the four-colour theorem and for more practical algorithms 
for four-colouring planar graphs. 
1. Introduction 
One of the most famous and fascinating problems in mathematics and graph theory 
is the four-colour problem fI4,15] which is to show that every planar graph is vertex 
colourable using at most four colours. The conjecture that four colours are sufhcient 
was made by Francis Guthrie in about 1852 but it was not until 1977 when Ap- 
pel and Haken [ 1,3] provided a computer-based solution that the four-colour theorem 
was established. Their proof is immensely long and follows from the discovery that 
for planar triangulations there exists au unavoidable set of roughly 1500 so-called re- 
ducible configurations. As Appel and Haken have described [2], their proof provides an 
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Fig. 1. 3-edge colouring of two trees of the same size. 
O(n4)-time algorithm for four-colouring planar graphs. The hidden constant is very 
large so that their algorithm seems to be rather impractical. 
The first contribution of this paper is a proof that the four-colour problem is equiv- 
alent by an optimally fast reduction to the problem of colouring pairs of trees defined 
as follows. Let Tr and T2 be any two binary trees of the same size. The problem is 
then to find a 3-edge colouring of TI and of T2 such that for every i, the edge adjacent 
to the ith leaf (from the left) will have the same colour in both trees (see, for example, 
Fig. 1). The linear time reductions described later and which are summarised in the 
theorem of Section 6 improve a preliminary version of this paper [5]. 
The second contribution is to show that three different problems, which generally 
require exponential time, can be solved in polynomial time if they are restricted to 
nontrivial subclasses of the problems defined on pairs of trees. The problems involve 
finding a common word of two regular languages, finding an integer solution of a set 
of linear equations and finding a common evaluation of two expressions over a certain 
algebra. Equivalences between the four-colour problem of planar graphs, the problem 
of colouring pairs of trees and the problems just listed were described first in [8]. 
In restricted form the problems just listed reduce to the problem of linding a common 
element which satisfies some function of two trees. The set of all elements which holds 
this property can be computed for each tree independently, generally taking exponential 
time. We show how a common element satisfying the appropriate function can be found 
in polynomial time and we also prove that such an element always exists. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout we generally use standard graph-theoretic definitions (see, for example, 
[7]). A graph G = (I’, E) will denote, unless stated otherwise, an undirected simple 
graph (that is, containing no self-loops or parallel edges). A planar graph is a graph 
that can be drawn on the plane with no edges crossing. By a planar graph we will 
always mean its planar embedding. If it is not given, then it can be found in Co(n)-time 
[lo]. A face of a planar graph is any topologically connected region surrounded by 
edges of the graph. The one unbounded face is called the outerface and all other faces 
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are called interior faces. The dual graph H of a planar graph G is defined as follows: 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between vertices vf of H and faces f of G and 
there is an edge (vf, , vf2 ) in H iff f 1 and f 2 are two faces that have an edge e in 
common in G. The edge (vf, , vfz ) is called the dual edge of e. It is well-known that 
if a simple connected planar graph G has a simple connected ual graph H, then the 
dual of H is G. In a cubic graph, every vertex is of degree three. A planar graph is 
triangular if each of its face is a triangle, that is, if each face is bounded by a cycle 
of three edges. A graph G is 2-edge connected if it contains no edge whose removal 
discormects G. 
A separating set lair, triplet) of a graph G is a set of (respectively, two or three) 
vertices whose removal disconnects G. If S is a separating set tben we call each 
maximal connected subgraphs of G - S a component of G with respect o S. If C is 
a component of G with respect o S, then the bridge of G with respect o S and C is 
the graph induced by the vertices of C and S. 
A binary tree is a rooted tree in which every nonleaf node has exactly two children. 
A free binary tree is a (nomooted) undirected tree in which every nonleaf node is of 
degree three. 
We use two nonstandard efinitions. By a k-cut we mean a set of k edges which 
disconnects a graph into at least two corrected components each with more than one 
vertex3 We call a planar graph G 3-normalized if it is cubic, a-edge corrected and 
does not contain either a 2- or a 3-cut. 4 
Let vertices v, w disconnect a cubic a-edge connected planar graph G = (V,E) such 
that (v,w) q! E and let one of the bridges be Gi = (Vi,Er ). Suppose also that the 
degrees of both v and w are two in Gr. Then we define the cubic 2-complementary 
graph of G1 to be the graph G{ = ( Vl,El u {(v, w)}). Clearly G{ is a cubic 2-edge 
corrected planar graph, 
Let ( ~1, WI ), (02, w2 ), (2.~3, w3 ) be a 3-cut in a triconnected cubic planar graph G whose 
removal disconnects G into G1 = (Vi ,El ) and G2 = (V2, Ez) such that vi, ~72, v3 E VI 
and ~1, ~2, ws E VZ. Define the cubic 3-complementary graph of Gi to be G{ = 
(~lU{~},~lu((~l,v~,(~2,v),(~3,~)}) h w ere v is a new vertex. That is, 6: is obtained 
from Gr after adding the new vertex v and three edges (vi,v), (v2,u) and (Q,v). 
Similarly Gi = (V~U{W~,E~U{( WI, w), (~2, w), (~3, w)}) is the cubic 3-complemental 
of G2. 
Define the ladder Y with respect to vertices VI, wi, vk, wk to be a subgraph of a 
cubic graph G with the vertex set VZ = { vl, wl,. . . , ok, wk} (for k > 1) which contains 
3k - 4 edges of the following forms (ai, ai+i), for i = 1,2,. . . , k - 1, (wi,wi+l), for 
i = 1,2,..., k - 1 and (Vi,Wi)r for i =I 2,3 ,..., k - 1. We will call the graph 9’ = 
(V&, E.YI) the complementary of the ladder 9’ = (Vy, Ey) with respect o vertices 
~JI,W~,Q,WA if VY = VY and J%P = E.Y U {(uI,~I),(u~,w~)}. 
We will use the following two well-known lemmas. 
3 Note that this definition differs from standard definitions of R-cut, e.g. in 171. 
4 Observe that no cubic graph is four-comxcted, however a cubic graph can be 3-nomaiized. 
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Lemma 1. Every planar graph is B-vertex co/our-able if and only if every cubic 2-edge 
connected pianar graph is 3-edge ~o~ourab~e (see, e.g., [15, p. 1021). 
Lemma 2. Every four-connected planar graph is Hamiltonian [16]. 
Reductions between the problems of Lemma 1 can be achieved in linear time. Chiba 
and Nishizeki have shown that a Hamiltonian cycle of a 4-connected planar graph can 
be found in ~(#)-time [4], 
3. Colouring 3-normalized graphs 
From Lemma I, to establish equivalence between a particular problem and the four- 
colour problem it is enough to establish equivalence beween the particular problem and 
the problem of 3-edge colouring of cubic 2-edge connected planar graphs. 
Lemma 3. To show that every 2-edge-connected bridgeless planar graph is 3-edge- 
colourable, it is enough to show that every 3-normalized planar graph is 3-edge 
colo~rable, 
Proof (by induction). The lemma holds trivially for graphs with no more than four 
vertices. Consider any cubic 2-edge-connected planar graph G with n > 4 vertices and 
with a 2- or a 3-cut. We show how to colour G using colourings of smaller graphs. 
Since G is 2-edge-connected and cubic it is connected and has no l-cut. 
If G has a 2-cut (see Fig. 2) then let (vi, wl ), (v2, ~2) be two edges whose removal 
produces two components Gi and G1. We choose these edges so that in G1 there is no 
2-cut. Assume that vi, v2 E G1 and ~1, w2 E G1. Note that since G is 2-edge-connected 
we have vl # v2 and wl # ~2. 
Now consider the case when there is an edge between wi and w:! in Gi. Since 
deg(wt) = deg(w:!) = 3, there is exactly one neighbour w: of wi and w$ of w2 
in Gi. Thus edges (wi,wf) and (w2,wz) disconnect G. If (w:,w,‘) E E then define 
similarly vertices w: and wi such that (w:,w:) and (wi,wi) E E and w: # wi, w: # 
w.$. These edges also disconnect G. Repeat this process until (w:,$) # E. Edges 
( W, “-‘,w:) and (w;-‘, 4) disconnect G into two subgraphs G2 and G2. Let wf,wk E 
G2 and w:-‘,+~-’ E Gt. Denote w~,~~,w~,w~, respectively, by WI, ~2, VI, vz. Note 
that there is no edge (v~,vz) in G because Gi does not contain a 2-cut. 
Fig. 2. Colouring of a planar graph G with a 2-cut. (a) Situation before colouring, (b) situation after colouring 
Gl and G2, (c) final colouring. 
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Fig. 3. Colouring of a planar graph G with a 3-cut. (a) Situation before colouring, (b) situation after colouring 
G{ and G;, (c) final colouring. 
Divide G into three edge-disjoint subgraphs Gi, G2 and Gs = G - Gi - G2, Gs is the 
ladder with respect to WY, wi,w;k, ~5. Let Gi and Gi denote the cubic 2-complementaries 
of G1 and G2. Since G{ and Gi are cubic 2-edge-connected planar graphs smaller than 
G we assume, by the induction hypothesis, colourings of G’, and Gi. Then we colour 
GJ such that colour(w~,w~) = colour(ui,u~), and for all 1 <i<k, colour(w~-‘,wf) = 
colour(w;-’ ,wi). Such a colouring can be easily found. Now we rename colours in Gi 
such that colour(w~, w,“) = colour(r~-‘, wi-’ ). This gives a proper colouring of G. 
If G has a 3-cut but not a 2-cut (Fig. 3) then let (ui,wi),(u2,w2), (03,~s) be three 
edges which disconnect G into components G1 and G2. Assume that vi, ~2,~s E Gi 
and wi, ~2, w3 E G2. These vertices are distinct. Let Gi and Gi denote the cubic 3- 
complementaries of Gi and G2. Since they are cubic bridgeless planar graphs smaller 
than G, by induction we can colour them. Now we must join again Gi and Gi. Colours 
in Gi are the same as in G’, . In G2 we rename colours such that colour(ui, u) = 
colour(wi, w), colour(u~, u) = colour(w~, w) and colour(us, u) = colour(ws, w), where u 
and w are vertices of G{ - G1 and GG - G2. This gives proper colours for G. 0 
4. Colonring pairs of trees 
We show here that the four-colour problem is equivalent to the problem of colouring 
pairs of trees defined earlier. Consider the dual graph H of a 3-normalized planar graph 
G. Since G is cubic bridgeless, H is a triangulation (each face of H is bounded by 
three edges). Lemma 4 shows that such a triangulation is 4-cormected. This, together 
with Lemma 2 ensures that H is Hamiltonian. 
Lemma 4. A cubic simple planar graph G is 3-normalized if and only if its dual 
graph H is a simple four-connected triangular planar graph. 
Proof (SufJiciency). The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that H is four-connected 
and G is not 3-normalized. Since G is triconnected by Lemma 8, it should contain a 
3-cut ei = (ul,wi), e2 = (u~,wz), es = (~3,~s). Its removal disconnects G into two 
connected graphs Gt and G2, such that both of them have at least two vertices. Let 
er, el, e; be the dual edges of el, e2, es. Clearly they form a cycle CH in H which 
contains vertices x1,x2,x3. Let HI be a component of H with respect to CH that lies 
inside this cycle. HI is disconnected by the vertices x1,x2,x3. So we only have to show 
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Fig. 4. Partitioning of a planar graph G when its dual H is 3- and not 4-connected. 
that HI is not empty. But when H1 is empty C, is a triangle and all the edges ei,ez,q 
must have a vertex in common. This means that either Gi or GZ contains exactly one 
vertex, contrary to the definition of 3-cut. 
(Necessity) The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that G is 3-normalized and H 
is not four-connected. H is triconnected due to Lemma 8. Let V; = {UT, u;, u;} be 
a separating triplet in H, and let HI and HZ be its components with respect to V;. 
From Observation 3 vertices of V; are adjacent and form a cycle C, containg edges 
e; = (u;,u;), e; = (v;,u;) and e3 = (us, 07). Let, as before, H1 be a component 
of H with respect to CH that lies inside this cycle. Let ei, e2, e3 be the dual edges 
of e;,ez,e; in G. Since C, disconnects H, the edges ei,ez, e3 disconnect the graph 
G. Let Gt and G2 be components of G with respect to these edges. Since G is 3- 
cut free we get that the only case when such edges may exist is when either Gi 
or G2 contains exactly one vertex. Suppose this is Gt. Since Gi contains only one 
vertex, it has no face and the edges ei, e2 and es form a star centred in this vertex. 
But this means that the edges e;, e;, e; form a triangle and the graph HI (or Hz) is 
empty. 0 
Corollary 1. If planar G is 3-normalized then its dual graph H is Hamiltonian. 
For the proof of Theorem 1 we need the following observation concerning the colouring 
of free binary trees. Here #r(x) is the number of edges adjacent to leaves having the 
colour a. 
Observation 1. In any proper 3-edge colouring in colours {0,1,2} of T either all 
#r(O), A$-( 1) and #r(2) are odd or all are euen. 
Theorem 1 (Main Theorem). The problem of colouring pairs of trees is equivalent to 
the four colour problem. 
Proof. If we can 3-edge colour cubic bridgeless planar graphs we can clearly solve the 
colouring pairs of trees problem. Therefore, we need only show that colouring pairs of 
trees allows 3-edge colouring of 3-normalized planar graphs. 
Consider a 3-normalized planar graph G and its dual H. Define a cycle of faces to be 
a sequence of faces (f 1, f2,. . . , fk) such that fl = fk, and for all other i # j, fi # fj, 
and for every i, fi and fi+l have a common edge, ei. Since H has a Hamiltonian 
cycle, there is a simple cycle CH of all faces of G. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Hamiltonian cycle of faces in a graph G is shown by dotted line, (b) Subgraphs GI and G2. 
Define a new graph G* built from G by dividing all edges el, e2,. . . , ek of CH into 
two parts. That is, if ei = (u,w) then we obtain two edges ei, = (u,xi) and ei2 = (xi,w). 
In G all edges ei lie on a Hamiltonian cycle of faces (see Fig. 5). Thus if we join 
all vertices xi in G* into a cycle Co then we divide graph G* into two subgraphs Gr 
and G2. The fkst, G,, contains all edges and vertices from the inside of Co while the 
second, G2, contains all vertices and edges from the outside of Co. These subgraphs 
have vertices XI , . . . ,x, in common. Both Gt and G2 have only one outer face. Therefore 
both Gt and G2 are connected and acyclic and thus are free trees. Notice that every 
internal vertex of these trees has degree 3. 
Note that 3-edge colouring of G corresponds to 3-edge colourings of G1 and G2 
with a restriction that for each xi edges (u,xi) and (xi, w) have the same colours. Thus 
to prove the theorem we need only show that after selecting roots of both trees we 
can remove the restriction of the same colouring of the edge connecting roots of Gr 
and G2. This follows from Observation 1 which ensures that for any rooted binary 
tree which is properly 3-edge coloured, the colour of the edge above the root will be 
completely determined by the colours of edges adjacent to the leaves and not by the 
shape of the tree. q 
5. Some problems on pairs of trees 
Here we describe some applications of Theorem 1 which are concerned with prob- 
lems on pairs of trees. These are nontrivial subclasses of well-known problems which 
generally need exponential time to solve. Rather surprisingly, we are able to show that, 
for these subclasses, the problems can be solved in polynomial time and, moreover, 
that a solution always exists. This follows from reductions of these problems to the 
problem of colouring pairs of trees. Many other similar applications of Theorem 1 are 
no doubt possible. We also note in passing that linear time reductions are easily con- 
structed between the problem of colouring pairs of trees and the problems introduced 
in this section. 
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5.1. Intersection of regular languages de$ned by trees 
Let Z = {0,1,2} b e an alphabet. For a given binary tree T and a E C define the 
language L( T, a) recursively as follows: 
l If the root of T has no son (i.e., T is a tree with exactly one node) then L(T, a) = 
{a)* 
l If T has the nonempty left subtree Tl and the nonempty right subtree T, then 
L( T, a) = L(Tl, /?) l L( T,, y) U L( T, y) l L( T,, j?), where /I, y E C, such that all a, p, y 
are different, and l denotes concatenation of languages. That is L1 l L2 = {xy 1 x E 
LI and y E L,}. 
Note that this language is also generated by a regular grammar without Kleene closure, 
although in this form the equivalent problem has input size 0(2”), where n is the input 
size for our problem defined by trees. 
Problem of intersection of regular languages on trees. Given two binary trees Tl and 
T2 of the same size find w E L(Tl,O) fl L(T2,O). 
Example. Let T, be the tree on the left and T2 be the tree on the right of Fig. 1. 
Word 102110 E L(T,,O), while 001021 E L(T2,l) and 110201 is a common word of 
L(Ti,O) and W”2,O). 
For a fixed T with n leaves, L(T, a) defines a set of words of length n over the 
alphabet Z. This set is easily computed in Q(2n) time. The finite automaton recognizing 
this language has also exponential size. The problem of finding a common word of 
two regular languages is known to need in general exponential time (the square of the 
size of the automaton). A similar time is needed to test whether the intersection of 
the languages is nonempty. Thus a polynomial time solution of our problem is rather 
surprising, however, 
Fact 1. The problem of intersection of regular languages on trees is equivalent by a 
fast reduction to the four-colour problem and thus can be solved in polynomial time 
and, moreover, a solution always exists, 
Fact 1 follows from the observation that L( T, a) is simply the set of all strings such 
than any one corresponds to a left-to-right reading of the colours on edges adjacent 
to leaves in a 3-edge colouring of the binary tree T and a would be the colour of an 
edge above the root. Thus, the problem of intersection of regular languages on trees 
is essentially the same as the problem of colouring pairs of trees. 
5.2. Integer linear equations defined on trees 
Consider a set of n+ 1 linear equations in arithmetic modulo 3. We have an (n+ 1) x n 
matrix A, of values { - 1, 0, 1) defined recursively as follows. 
A, = Ak g 
9 
> 6 An-k_, -$ ’ 
(1) 
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where k may be any integer from the range [0, . . . , n - 11, 8 is a matrix containing all 
0 and 9 is a column matrix containing all 1. Ak and An-k_1 are smaller matrices of 
sizes (k + 1) x k and (n - k) x (n - k - 1 ), respectively. 
When either k = 0 or n - k - 1 = 0 there is no column corresponding to this Ao. 
Thus, e.g., 
and A2 may be either 
(-d _i) or (_: 4). 
This matrix corresponds to a labelhng of a binary tree T with n + 1 leaves. The left 
subtree of T has k + 1 leaves and corresponds to matrix Ak while the right subtree has 
n - k leaves and corresponds to matrix An-k-l. We label each edge by 1 or 2 such 
that if vertex u has two sons then edges to its sons are differently labelled. For every 
edge (IV, u) we assign a final label to be the sum of all labels on the path from u to 
the root of T in arithmetic modulo 3. Note that in this arithmetic we have 1 E -2 and 
2 = -1. Let x = (XI,..., x,)~ be a vector of values from the set { 1,2}. Matrix A, is 
defined such that for a given vector x, vector u E A, x (mod 3) contains the final labels 
(defined by x) of all leaves in the tree. That is, if u = (~1,.  . ,u,+I)~ then the ith leaf 




2 1 21 2 2 1 
Fig. 6. Labellinn of two trees. (a) Trees with corresponding variables; (b) a particular solution; the corres- 
ponding matrices A, and B, ard k follows: 
As = 
1 1 -1 1 -1 
-1 1 -1 1 -1 
0 -1 -1 1 -1 
0 0 0 -1 -1  and Bs = 
‘0 1 10 1 
1 -1 1 0 1 
-1 -1 1 0 1 
0 0 -1 0 I 
0 0 0 1 -1 
, 0 0 0 -1 -1 . 
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Problem of integer linear equations on trees. Let A,, and B, be two (n + 1) x n arrays 
defined by Eq. (1) and let x = (XI ,..., .x,)~, y = (yr ,..., Y,)~ be 2n unknowns from 
the set { 1,2}. Find some x and y which satisfy the equation 
A,x 3 B, y(mod3) (2) 
This problem can be solved ‘using int?:Pr linear programming or the integer linear 
equation problem. These require (unless P = NP) exponential-time algorithms. Hence 
a polynomial-time algorithm for our yr’ Am is rather surprising; however, 
Fact 2. The problem of integer linear equations on trees is equivalent by a fast 
reduction to the four-colour problem and thus can be solved in polynomial time and, 
moreover, a solution always exists. 
Fact 2 follows from the observation that a solution to the problem of integer linear 
equations on trees corresponds to finding 3-edge colourings (in the colours 0, 1 or 
2) of two binary trees of the same size. Each edge colour is obtained from the edge 
labels (1 or 2) by assigning a colour that is the sum modulo 3 of all labels on the 
path from the root to the edge in question. The ith equation encoded in the problem 
ensures that the same colour is assigned to the edge adjacent to the ith leaf in each 
tree. Thus a solution to the problem of integer linear equations on trees corrsponds 
to a solution to the problem of colouring pairs of trees. 
5.3. Algebraic problem 
Consider the algebra with carrier A = {a, b, c, f } and a binary operator o defined as 
follows: 
0 a b c f 
a f c b f 
t 
b c f a f 
chaff 
f f f f f 
Define an expression over a sequence of variables (VI,. . . , v,) to be an expression 
defined by any binary parenthesisation of 01 o v2 o . ’ . o v,-1 o v,,. 
The algebraic problem. For two given expressions over the same sequence (or,. . . , v,,), 
find an instantiation such that the result of both is a. 
Example. Consider two expressions corresponding to the trees of Fig. 1. 
a = (VI 0 ((UZ o ((03 o V4) o v5)) o 06)) a = (((VI o (02 o V3)) o V4) o (v5 o v6)). 
The following instantiation solves this algebraic problem: 
(~1,~2,~3,~4,~5,~6) = (b,c,b,a,a,b) 
since (bo((co((boa)oa))ob)) = a and (((bo(cob))oa)o(aob)) =a. 
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There are an exponential number of different possible instantiations and so a poly- 
nomial solution to the algebraic problem is rather surprising, however, 
Fact 3. The algebraic problem is equivalent to the four-colour problem and thus can 
be solved in polynomial time and, moreover, there always exists a solution. 
Fact 3 follows from the following observation. The two expressions involved in 
the algebraic problem have corresponding binary expression trees. A solution to the 
problem corresponds to obtaining 3-edge colourings of these trees in which the edge 
adjacent to the ith leaf, in both trees, has the “colour” of vi. Thus the algebraic problem 
is equivalent to the problem of colouring pairs of trees. 
6. Optimally fast reductions 
In the two sections that follow, we outline procedures which establish that there are 
optimally fast reductions between the four-colour problem and the problem of 3-edge 
colouring pairs of trees. In fact, the following theorem summarises these sections. 
Theorem 2. Transformations between the four-colouring problem of planar graphs 
and the problem of 3-edge colouring pairs of trees can be performed in B(n)-time. 
It is well known that reductions between the four-colour problem and the problem of 
3-edge colouring cubic 2-edge connected planar graphs can be performed in linear time. 
Also a 3-edge colouring of cubic 2-edge connected planar graphs provides a solution 
for the colouring pairs of trees. This is because any pair of trees after joining edges 
adjacent to the corresponding leaves is a subgraph of a cubic 2-edge connected planar 
graph. Note also that being able to 3-edge colour of pairs of trees implies that we can 
3-edge colour 3-normalized planar graphs using the constructions described earlier. The 
decomposition into pairs of trees partly involves finding a Hamiltonian circuit in a four- 
connected planar graph for which we note that there exists an O(n)-time algorithm [4] 
and therefore we get a linear time algorithm for 3-edge colouring of 3-normalized planar 
graphs. Thus, to obtain optimally fast algorithms for conversions between the four- 
colour problem and the problem of colouring pairs of trees we need only describe an 
B(n)-time algorithm for 3-edge colouring cubic 2-edge connected planar graphs using 
3-edge colourings of 3-normalized cubic 2-connected planar graphs. This we now do. 
Our algorithm is based on the proof of Lemma 3. This proof gives a recursive 
algorithm for colouring cubic bridgeless planar graphs. First we check whether there 
is any 2-cut in G. As long as there is one, we decompose G into three components 
Gi, GZ and Gs as defined for Lemma 3. After modification of Gi and GZ to cubic 
2-complementaries Gi and G; we colour these components recursively. When there is 
no 2-cut in G we find any 3-cut. Each 3-cut decomposes G into two vertex-disjoint 
subgraphs Gi and Gz. We create the cubic 3-complementaries G’, and Gi and colour 
them recursively. We show that to find a 2-cut of a cubic planar graph it is enough to 
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f&d a separating pair, thus reducing this problem to the problem of finding triconnected 
components. Moreover such a decomposition allows us to find all Z-cuts which may 
occur in the recursive algorithm. Then we consider a cubic bridgeless planar graph G 
with no 2-cut. We describe an equivalent condition for edges to be in a 3-cut which 
enables us to consider only the dual of G and any separating triplets in it. As in the 
2-cuts case, to avoid the cost of recursion we can use a decomposition of the dual 
graph into four-connected components. 
7. Z-cuts in cubic 2-edge connected planar graphs 
The following lemma reduces the problem of finding a Z-cut to the problem of 
finding a separating pair in a cubic 2-edge connected planar graph. 
Lemma 5. A cubic 2-edge connected planar graph G has no 2-cut if and only if G 
is a cubic triconnected planar graph. A pair of vertices 01, v2 disconnects G if and 
only if there is a 2-cut (VI, WI), (~2, ~2) that disconnects G. 
Assume that removing the 2-cut (VI, WI ), (~2, ~2) disconnects G into two connected 
subgraphs Ti and T2. One can additionally show that the vertices WI and w2 satisfy 
the following con~tions: 
l if (VI, q) E E then w1 and w2 are the only neighbours of ~1 and q, respectively, in 
Tl, 
l otherwise WI and w2 are the only neighbours of 01 and q, respectively, in TI andlor 
in T2. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Suppose, contrary to our claim, that G is a cubic 2-edge connected 
planar graph which has no 2-cut and {VI, 212) is a separating pair in G which disconnects 
it into two components GI and G2. First we consider the case when (VI, 02) E E. Then 
let wl,xl be the other neighbours of VI and ~2, x2 be the other neighbours of q, 
such that ~1, w2 E G,, XI ,x2 E G2. Since G is 2-edge connected, w1 # ~2. Hence 
(~1, WI),(U~,W~} is a 2-cut in G. 
Now consider the case when (VI, ~2) 6 E. Let vertices WI,XI, y1 be the three neigh- 
hours of VI and w2,x2,y2 be the neighbours of ~2. Without loss of generality, let 
w1 E GI, x1, yl E G2 and w2 f K, xp, y2 E L, where the graph K is either GI or 
Gz and L is the other. Since G is 2-edge connected, WI # ~2. Because {VI, ~2) is a 
separating pair, the edges (VI, wl),(v~, ~2) form a 2-cut, contrary to our assumption. 
Now we shall show that if the edges el = (VI, WI), e2 = (~2, ~2) are a 2-cut in G 
then the vertices v1 and v2 form a separating pair. Let removing el, e2 disconnect G 
into two graphs TI and T2 such that zll E Tl and w1 E T2. Clearly the only two edges 
that COMeCt Tl and T2 are el and e2. Thus if ~2 f T, then obviously vi and v2 form 
a separating pair. Otherwise v2 E T2 and w2 E Tl. Thus, using the same argument, he 
vertices VI and w2 form a separating pair. They disconnect G into two bridges, one 
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of which is G - Tr . Since in this bridge the only neighbour of w2 is UZ, also vr and 
u2 form a separating pair. Cl 
The above lemma immediately provides the following corollary. 
Corollary 2. Finding a 2-cut in a cubic 2-edge connected planar graph G is equivalent 
to aping a separating pair in G. 
We now show that all separating pairs can be found in B(n)-time. 
7. I. Finding triconnected components of a biconnected graph 
In 1973 Hopcroft and Tarjan [9] described a linear time algorithm for the decompo- 
sition of a biconnected graph into components of three types: (i) a triconnected graph, 
(ii) a simple cycle (a polygon) or (iii) a pair of vertices with at least three edges 
between them (a bonds. In [9] it was shown that the decomposition is unique, takes 
U(n + m)-time and may be obtained recursively as follows. If G is triconnected, then 
G itself is the unique triconnected component of G. Otherwise, let a, w be a separating 
pair of vertices in G. We partition the edges of G into two disjoint subsets Et and Ez, 
such that [Er 122, l&l >2 and such that subgraphs Gr and G2 (respectively, induced 
by Er and Ez) have in common only vertices u and w. Graphs Gi = Gr U (v, w) and 
Gi = G2 U (v, w) are called the spZit graphs of G. Note that we allow multiple edges 
in G{ and Gi. The split components are created after recursively splitting Gi and Gi 
until no more splits are possible. The split components of a multi~ph are of three 
types: triple bonds of the form ({u, w}, {(u, w), (v, w), (u, IV)}), triangles of the form 
({~,W,~},((~,W),(W,~),(~,~)~), and triconnected graphs. To get unique triconnected 
components we partially reassemble the split components. Suppose Gr = ( VI, El ) and 
G2 = ( V2,&) are two split components, both containing a virtual edge (t), W)i. Let 
G = (VI U Yz,(E, - {(u, w)~}) U (& - {(u,w)~})). Then G is a merge graph of Gt 
and G2. The triconnected components of G are obtained from the split components by 
merging the triple bonds into maximal sets of multiple edges (bonds) and the triangles 
into maximal simple cycles (polygons). The Horror-Than algorithm outputs the de- 
composition tree of a biconnected graph enabling the splitting as well as the merging 
operation. A similar decomposition can be performed using the SPQR tree which is 
defmed in [6] and which also can be built in O(n)-time. 
7.2. Finding the 2-cuts decomposition in linear time 
We focus on decomposing cubic 2-edge connected planar graphs into ladders and 
2-cut free graphs as Fig. 3. We describe an O(n)-time algorithm. 
We match all 2-cut free components and all ladders using the Hopcroft-Tarjan de- 
composition. Every triconnected subgraph is a 2-cut free component while the comple- 
mentary of a ladder is found by merging bonds and polygons. We recursively decom- 
pose the graph with respect o 2-cut free components and colour it in O(n) time using 
the Hopcroft-Tarjan decomposition, 
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We test for 2-cuts in a cubic 2-edge connected planar graph G = (V,E). If one exists, 
we decompose G into three edge disjoint components as in the proof of Lemma 3. 
That is, Gi = (Vl,El ) is the graph which is disconnected from the graph G - Gi by 
edges (wf,w:), (+v,“,w:) and w~,w~ E VI, w~,w~ # VI, and (w~,w~) #E. Component 
Gs = (Vs,Es) is the ladder with respect to wf,wi, wt, wi of the graph G such that 
(J$,w$) # E. Graph Gz = (V2,Ez) is defined to be G - Gi - G3. Note that vertices 
wf, wi and vertices w:,wi are separating pairs. 
Perform the splitting of G with respect to the separating pair wf, wi. Let Si and S2 
be the split graphs of G. Without loss of generality, Si is the cubic 2-complementary 
of Gi. Consider the split graph &. Clearly S2 = G2 U G3 U {(WY, w,“)}, hence w:, wg is 
a separating pair in S2. Perform the splitting of & with respect to w:,4 and let Ss,& 
be the split graphs of S2. We may assume that S3 is the complementary of the ladder 
G3 while ,S, is the cubic 2-complementary of Gz. 
Thus in the splitting procedure of graph G we obtain three split graphs Si (the 
cubic 2-complementary of Gi ), S4 (the cubic 2-complementary of G2) and S3 (the 
complementary of the ladder Gs). Dividing the graph G with respect to 2-cuts (as in 
the proof of Lemma 3) reduces to the splitting algorithm of [9]. Since tricomrected 
components are unique we can use them in the algorithm for dividing the graph G 
into ladders and 2-cut free components. Thus dividing G with respect to 2-cuts (and 
ladders) can be simulated by the splitting algorithm due to [9]. 
For completeness we state the lemma that characterises the Hopcroft-Tarjan decom- 
position of complementaries of ladders, This lemma is easily proved by induction on 
n (see also Fig. 7). 
Fig. 7. The proof of Lemma 6. 
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Lemma 6. Let J,?“, for n 32, be the complementary of the ladder with 2n vertices. 
Then the unique Hopcroft-Tarjan decomposition of Y,, contains n - 1 quadrangles 
and n - 2 triple bonds. 
We have now completed the proof of the following lemma. 
Lemma 7. We can perform a decomposition of a cubic 2-edge connected planar graph 
into ladders and 2-cut free components in O(n)-time. 
8. 3-cuts in triconneeted cubic planar graphs 
Consider a cubic planar graph G which contains no 2-cut. Due to Lemma 5, this 
is equivalent to dealing only with triconnected cubic planar graphs. In this section we 
show how to find a 3-cut in G in O(n)-time. The main lemma claims a one-to-one 
correspondence between 3-cuts in a triconnected cubic planar graph G and separating 
triplets of vertices in its dual graph H. We avoid the cost of recursion for finding 
other 3-cuts in spliting parts of G. Using a decomposition of H into four-connected 
components in triangular planar graphs we perform all decompositions into 3-cut free 
components of G in O(n)-time. 
Here we present some properties of triconnected cubic planar graphs. We begin with 
the following simple observation. 
Observation 2. If G is a triconnected planar graph and contains at least four vertices 
then its dual is a unique [ 171 simple graph. 
Lemma 8. Let G be a cubic 2-edge connected planar graph and let H be its dual 
graph. Then G is triconnected lyand only if H is triconnected. 
Proof (SufJiciency). Assume the contrary. Let H be triconnected and let {v, w} be a 
separating pair in G which disconnects G into two bridges Gt and G2. Since G is 2-edge 
connected it is also 2-connected. If (a, w) E E then consider their only neighbours in 
G2 - Gi as {v, w} and repeat this procedure until (v, w) #E. Since {v, w} is a separating 
pair and (a, w) @E, there are exactly two faces f 1 and f 2 which lie neither in Gi nor 
in G2. Clearly f 1 and f2 separate Gi from G2, thus also vertices corresponding to 
them in H form a separating pair which disconnects H into components HI and Hz. 
Since both Gi and Gt have at least one face we get that HI and Hz are nonempty. So 
we have a contradiction. 
(Necessity) Now assume that G is triconnected and its dual H is connected and 
contains a separating pair {x, y}. Note that since G is a cubic simple graph it contains 
at least four vertices. Therefore H is a simple graph by Observation 2. But in a 
triangular graph x and y may be a separating pair only if there are two edges between 
x and y. Thus H cannot be a simple graph. 0 
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Observation 3. Let H be a triconnected triangular planar graph. Every separating 
triplet vl,qrv3 of vertices in H forms a cycie of length 3. So the graph induced by 
these vertices is the clique KS. 
Proof. Since the vertices v1,02, us disconnect H into HI and HZ, there are also three 
faces fl, f 2 and f 3 adjacent o all pairs of VI, ~2, us that disconnect H. They are faces 
of H which are neither in Hi nor in Hz. Since H is triangular and each pair of vertices 
from vr,v2,v3 have a face in common, they are adjacent. Hence edges ey = (VI,VZ), 
ez = (q,v3), e; = (v3,q) form a cycle. tl 
Recall Lemma 4 which states that a cubic simple planar graph G is 3-normalised if
and only if its dual H is a simple four-connected planar triangulation. The following key 
lemma, which is a simple extension of Lemma 4, characterises 3-cuts in triconnected 
cubic planar graphs with respect o separating tiplets in triangular triconnected planar 
graphs. 
Lemma 9. Let G be a tricannected cubic planar graph and H be its dual graph. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between 3-cuts in G and separating triplets in 
H as follows. Edges el, e2, e3 form a 3-cut in G if and only if the vertices VI, ~2, v3 
are a separating triplet in H that form a cycle of the dual edges of el,ez,es. 
Proof (Sz@ct’ency). Let vertices ~1, ~2, v3 disconnect he graph H into components HI 
and HZ. Due to Observation 3 these vertices form a cycle CH and let e;, e$, e; be the 
edges on this cycle. We may assume that Ht is inside the cycle CH and H2 is outside 
CH. So the edges e;, e;,e; disconnect HI from Hz. Let edges et,ez,es be dual of the 
edges eT , e$ , e; . Since the cycle CH disconnects H, the edges el,e2,e3 also disconnect 
the graph G. 
(Necessity) Let edges el, e2,es be a 3-cut whose removal disconnects G into GI 
and G2. Let f 1, f2, f 3 be the only faces neither in Gt nor in G2. Clearly these faces 
disconnect G into Gr and G2, and each of them has on their boundary two of the edges 
el, e2, es. Hence vertices 01, ~2, vg which are duals of the faces f 1, f 2, f 3 disconnect the 
graph H and they form a cycle. Edges on this cycle are dual of et,ez,es. q 
In the notation of the preceding lemma we call the edges et, e2, es in G and the 
vertices VI, 9, q in H s~lings. The last lemma i~e~ately provides an algorithm for 
finding a 3-cut in cubic planar graph G with no 2-cut. To find any separating triplet in 
dual graph H we could use the t?l(nct(m,n) + m)-time algorithm for four-connectivity 
due to Kanavsky et al. [ 121. But since the graph we analyse is of a simple structure, 
we can use a more recent algorithm of Kant [13] which finds a separating triplet in 
~co~ected triangular planar graphs in B(n)-time. This would give us an ~(~2)-t~e 
algorithm for the transformation. However, we will describe a linear time algorithm 
that makes use of the four-block decomposition of a graph. The following lemma will 
be useful in the algorithm. 
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Lemma 10. Let G be a triconnected cubic planar graph and let el, e2,e3 be a 3-cut 
disconnecting G into graphs G1 and G2. Then the cubic 3-complementaries of the 
graphs G1 and G2 are triconnected cubic planar graphs. 
Proof. Let ei = (vi,wi), e2 = (02,~~) and es = (~3,~s) such that ui,u2,us E Gi and 
wl, ~2, w3 E G2. Let G’, denote the cubic 3-complementary of Gi and let u be the 
additional vertex of G’,. That is, u is the only vertex of the graph Gi - Gi. 
Assume the contrary. Let vertices x and y form a separating pair in G’,. If x # 
u # y then the pair x, y disconnects the graph G. Since G is triconnected we get a 
contradiction. 
Consider the case when x = u or equivalently, when y is an articulation point in 
Gi. Let y disconnect the graph Gi into two components K and L. If all vertices ui, u2 
and us are in the graph K (or similarly in L) then the vertex y disconnects the graph 
K in the graph G as well. Otherwise assume, without loss of generality, that ui and u2 
are in G - K and us is in K. Then the vertices y and us disconnect K from the rest 
of G. Since G is triconnected we get a contradiction. The proof is similar when there 
is any separating pair in the cubic 3-complementary of G2. 0 
This lemma shows that if we split a triconnected cubic planar graph G into two 
components Gi and G2 that are separated by a 3-cut, then we obtain triconnected 
cubic planar graphs. Hence we can divide the algorithm for reduction from cubic 2- 
edge connected planar graphs to 3-normalised planar graphs into two phases: remove 
all 2-cuts and ladders, and then remove all 3-cuts. 
Let a separating triplet {vi, ~2, us} of vertices in H disconnect the graph into two 
bridges HI = (Vl,El) and H2 = (F’2,Ez). Observe that HI and H2 are edge-disjoint 
and contain all the edges of H except {(ut ,uz), (~2, us), (ut , u3 )}. Define graphs H[ = 
(hE1 u{(~1,~2),(~2,~3),(~1,~3)}) and Hi = (~2~~2~{(~1~~2)~(~2~~3)~(~I,~J)}) to be 
the complementaries of the triconnected triangular planar graphs Hl and H2. Note that 
since H is triangular, both HI and Hi are also triangular. 5 
8.1. A linear-time decomposition of 2-cut free graph 
Our algorithm is based on the proof of Lemma 3. Let G be a 2-cut free cubic planar 
graph. Define a 3-cut decomposition tree To to be the tree of decomposition of the 
graph G that corresponds to the decomposition of G in the recursive algorithm given 
in the proof of Lemma 3 (see Fig. 3). That is, To is defined recursively as follows: 
l If G has no 3-cut then To is the tree containing the single node which corresponds 
to the graph G. 
l Otherwise let er,e2, es be a 3-cut and Gi and G2 be the corresponding cubic 3- 
complementary graphs; then To is the tree with a root corresponding to the edges 
ei, e2, e3 and two subtrees ToI and Tc, 
5 In fact one of them, say H;, is the graph inside the cycle (01, ~2, q) of H together with this cycle. The 
other is the graph outside this cycle together with this cycle as its boundary. 
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Note that the graphs corresponding to all subtrees of To are 2-cut free because of 
Lemma 10. The following fact shows that our problem can be reduced to the problem 
of building a 3-cut decomposition tree TG for the graph G. 
Fact 4. Let To be a 3-cut decomposition tree of a 2-cut free cubic planar graph G. 
If a colouring algorithm for 3-normalized graphs is given, then G can be coloured in 
O(n)-time. 
Proof. We traverse TG in preorder manner. Let Gi and GZ be the graphs correspond- 
ing to the two children of the root of T o. These graphs are 3-complementary graphs 
of Gi and Gi that are disconnected by a 3-cut (v~,w~),(vz,w~),(v~,w~). We may as- 
sume that vi, 02,~s E Gt, and wi, ~2, w3 E G2, and v and w are the vertices appended 
to Gi and Gi in Gi and G2. We first colour Gt and then colour G2 such that the 
colours of the edges (w, WI), (w, wz),(w, ~3) in G2 are fixed to be the colours of the 
edges (vI,v),(v~,v),(v~,v) in Gt. The proof of Lemma 3 (and Fig. 3) shows that 
colours of the edges in G are the same as the colours of the edges in Gi and G2, and 
colours of the edges (VI, wt ), (VZ, WZ), (03, w3) are the same as the colours of the edges 
(vI,v),(v~,v),(v~,v) in Gi. This completes the proof. 0 
We now describe a linear time algorithm for finding a To when G is a 2-cut free 
cubic planar graph. Our algorithm is based on a decomposition of the dual graph H 
of G. Observe first that by Lemmas 4 and 9 G has a 3-cut if and only if H contains 
a separating triplet. Let xi, x2,x3 be the three vertices in this triplet in H and ei, e2, es 
be its sibling edges in G. Thus these edges are a 3-cut whose removal disconnects G 
into two connected graphs G{ and Gi. Let Gi and G2 be the 3-cubic complementaries 
of Gi and Gi, respectively, and let H,’ and Hi be the two bridges of H with respect 
to the vertices XI,X~,X~. Let ei = (vi,wi), e2 = (v~,wz), es = (~3,~s) such that 
VI,V~,V~ E Gi and WI,W~,W~ E Gi. Assume also, without loss of generality, that all 
vertices of H corresponding to the interior faces of Gi (Gi) are in H{ (Hi). Note that 
the vertices ~1 ,x2,x3 lie on the cycle of length three due to Observation 3. Observe 
also that the graphs H[ and Hi are edge-disjoint and contain all the edges of H but 
(x1,x2),(x2,x3),(x3,x1). Define graphs HI and H2 to be the graphs Hi and Hi appended 
with the edges of this cycle. Thus now H1 and H2 contain all the edges of H and the 
only edges in common are (x~,x~),(x~,x~),(x~,xI). The following fact is crucial for 
our algorithm. 
Fact 5. The graph HI is the dual graph of G1 and the graph H2 is the dual graph 
of G2. 
Proof. Note first that since Gi and G2 are triconnected, the dual graphs TI and T2 
of Gi and G2, respectively, are unique due to Observation 2. Consider now the dual 
graphs Tl and T2 with respect to the graph H. If f is a face in Gi or in Gi then 
there is a corresponding vertex in H which is in H,’ or Hi, respectively. Otherwise f 
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is a face that is appended to Gf or Gi, to obtain Gr or G2. Say this face is in Gt, 
and therefore must be adjacent to two of the three edges of Gt - G{. Say to (VI, v) 
and (02, v) such that v is the only vertex in Gt - G{ . But we may consider this face 
as the one in G corresponding to the face adjacent to the edges er,e2 in G. Therefore 
the dual graph of Gt contains the vertices coresponding to all interior faces of Gi plus 
three new vertices corresponding to the faces between the edges et, e2,es in G. And 
this is exactly Ht. El 
This fact enables us to reduce the problem of building To to the following problem. 
Given a tricomrected triangular planar graph H, find its decomposition with respect to 
separating triplets as follows: 
l if H is four-connected then we are done; 
l otherwise, let x1 ,x2,x3 be a separating triplet of H that disconnects H into two 
bridges H; and Hi; decompose H into two graphs HI and HZ that are defined to 
be the graphs Hi and H2/, respectively, with appended edges between any pair of 
x1,x2,x3. 
Let DTH be a tree defined by this decomposition. The best extant general algorithm for 
building DTH may be obtained from algorithms given by Kanevsky et al. [12]. This 
provides O((n + m)cr(n, m)) running time, where n and m are, respectively, the number 
of vertices and edges. However Kant [13] showed that if H is triangular then such a 
tree can be built in U(n)-time. Since in our case the graph H is triangular, we obtain 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 11. If G is a 2-cut free cubic planar graph, then To can be built in O(n)-time. 
This immediately provides the following lemma. 
Lemma 12. Let G be a triconnected cubic planar graph. There exists a decomposition 
algorithm which divides G into 3-cut free components which runs in O(n)-time. 
Hence we have proved the following lemma. 
Lemma 13. If we can colour every 3-normalized planar graph in @(q(n))-time, then 
we can colour every cubic 2-edge connected planar graph in @(q(n) + n)-time. 
9. Conclusions 
We have described a new characterisation of the four-colour problem in terms of its 
equivalence to a problem of 3-edge colouring pairs of binary trees each with m leaves 
with the restriction that for every i, 1s i < m, edges adjacent to the ith leaf have the 
same colour in both trees. This problem is equivalent to nontrivial subclasses of many 
problems in mathematics and computer science of which we described three: finding a 
common word of two regular languages, finding an integer solution of a set of linear 
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equations and finding a common evaluation of two expressions over a certain algebra. 
These problems, for which the equivalences always guarantee that there will be a so- 
lution, provide new and enticing opportunities in the search for shorter proofs of the 
four-colour theorem and efficient algorithms for four-colouring. Conversely, taking the 
polynomial-time solution of Appel and Haken for four-colouring, our equivalences pro- 
vide unexpected polynomial-time solutions for these nontrivial subclasses of problems 
for which, in the general case, only exponential-time algorithms are known. The reduc- 
tions between the various problems were shown to be optimally fast, taking O(n)-time. 
and are of interest in themselves. It is likely, because of the nature of the problem of 
colouring pairs of trees, that many other nontrivial subclasses of important problems 
defmed on trees will find unexpected polynomial-time solutions. 
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